And the unemployed could get new, higher-skilled jobs,if they were able to get the requisite training.
Mainstream economists and politicians upheld the consensus about the merits of globalization, with little or no concern that there might be political consequences. In fact, one curious thing about the proglobalization consensus of the 1990s and 2000s, and its collapse in recent years, is how closely the cycle resembles a previous era. Pursuing free trade has always produced displacement and inequality -and political chaos, populism and retrenchment to go with it. Every time the social consequences of free trade are overlooked, political backlash follows. But free trade is only one of many forms that economic integration can take. History seems to suggest, however, that it might be the most destabilizing one.
We live in a world of financial capitalism, a world driven by money and adjacent institutions which appear to be defective and unjust to many of us. It is an invented world, partly virtual and which continually reinvents itself, not always thoughtfully. The characteristic financial system must be expanded and democratized, humanized, moralized, so that its impact on ordinary people can be mostly positive. In addition, the system should be more transparent, so that the information and resources to be used actively and intelligently by all interested persons almost permanently. Politicians are the first who need to understand and write new letters. Modern finance has become a very complicated field, which raises many questions about its economic and social mission. The current financial system is discredited. Financiers got to hold too much power, and their desire for power poisons. Also, they were considered guilty because they have obstinately followed the economic paradigm that does not always work perfectly, namely that, in crisis, the economies automatically adjust (the famous "invisible hand" of Adam Smith).
It is said that these financial elites rule the world even easier by using rapid advances in the technology of information. No one thinks about the frustrations of those meaningless people deprived by the crisis, about the real shortcomings within its system and about the aberrant behavior of its managers.
The crisis which exploded in 2008 has been and continues to be much more than an economic downturn; it is also a political and cultural crisis, not only an economic one. Economic neo-liberalism and democratic imperialism were the two strategies of a project of western-dominated world order. At the end of the 2010s, both strategies failed dramatically. Their aim to foster US and its western allies' power upon the world has been reversed. The world coming out from both failures is much less western than in the past. It is a post-western world that is shading the western power itself. Massive macro-and socio-economic shifts have been recorded in the global business and consumer landscape:shifts in capital flows and investments, talent and intellectual property, energy and resource allocation, connectivity and information transparency, and innovation, to name a few. We're witnessing no less than a paradigm shift in the global business and consumer landscape. The ability to interpret, navigate and respond to these catalysts will define the future success of every business aspiring to position itself for success in the post-globalization environment.
There have been many and various anti-globalization movements during the last twenty years and one might say they filled a void, highlighting the dark side of the neoliberal globalization consisting in increased income and social disparities within and between countries. The progress of the technology of information serves some financial elite, who acts as a ruling caste. Financial innovations are not just tools, such as technology. More than the latter, they serve structures of immoral interests at the expense of the many. Here, the structures of artificial intelligence are scheduled to serve the elite who rules the world. What exceeds human intelligence, especially in terms of goals and decisions, can be dangerous. This is good only as a tool. It must continue to offer space to our aggressive impulses and our lust for power. The conflicts' arena must be manageable. And it is amoral too, which is a great advantage to discourage the quarrelsome.
We need a new financial literacy. Who sets the rules? The antiglobalization movements were unable not only of defining an alternative economic policy paradigm, but more in general to delineate a different model for the governance of globalization. So, where are we heading to? 
